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The Dead Weather is comprised of Dean Fertita, Jack Lawrence, Alison 
Mosshart and Jack White. The impetus for the band came when Mosshart’s 
band The Kills opened on a few US tour dates for The Raconteurs. Recognizing 
immediately the musical synergy between Mosshart, White and Lawrence, the 
trio devised a plot to record together during some down time in White’s own 
Third Man Recording Studio in Nashville where White enlisted the addition of 
erstwhile Raconteurs’ touring accomplice and Queens Of The Stone Age collab-
orator Dean Fertita. What was initially imagined as a one-off collaboration for a 
7” single release turned into a full-blown album project once the quartet switched 
on the recording tape. The Dead Weather’s menacing sounds were so elec-
trifying that they couldn’t help but keep the tape rolling. In three weeks they 
had recorded a full-length album, Horehound – a dark, spacious, and hip-hop 
inflected rock n’ roll masterpiece. The band’s follow-up effort, Sea of Cowards, 
came soon after. After some extensive touring, the band remained quiet for a few 
years, eventually teasing new music in the form of a handful of 7” records. Now, 
Dodge and Burn finds the band fully-reactivated with a collection of new songs 
as ferocious and sexy as you hoped. 

GAZEBOS
DIE ALONE
HARDLY ART

Gazebos has been a shining beacon of Seattle’s live music landscape. Their 
performances – raucous and cathartic and hilarious – unite the tribes under a 
banner of unabashed and unabridged fun. Gazebos rages against the forces 
of post-millennial, pre-midlife anxiety and Die Alone is the soundtrack. Giv-
en the band’s collision of interests, Die Alone’s manic diversity makes perfect 
sense. These songs are patchworks of parts conceived individually as demos 
and woven together collectively during sessions in guitarist T.V. Coahran’s 
basement—which is also where the album was recorded on 8-track with Seat-
tle garage-rock guru Kurt Bloch as engineer. No song sounds like another and 
yet the album sustains a dizzying, alluring vibe. It hits you right from the start: 
Is that vocalist Shannon Perry singing backwards on opener “Just Get High”? 
Her vocal delivery is bewitchingly unpredictable, the band stretching the song 
around her like bubblegum. “I Don’t Wanna Be Here” is the album’s punchiest 
track, clocking in at two minutes thirty seconds – featuring Perry venting some 
serious girl-power angst; dig the woozy flange on TV Coahran’s guitar through-
out… But, really, just dig it all. 

HERON OBLIVION
HERON OBLIVION

SUB POP

Pastoral pummel. Listening to Heron Oblivion’s album feels like sitting in a 
lovely meadow in the shadow of a dam that’s gonna heave-ho’ any minute. 
Members of this new San Francisco combo have put in time in psychedelic acts 
both raging and (relatively) tranquil. Ethan Miller and Noel Von Harmonson 
were together in Comets on Fire. Noel did time afterwards with Sic Alps and 
Six Organs of Admittance, while Miller settled into Howlin’ Rain and Feral 
Ohms. Charlie Saufley resided at the psychedelic pop fringes with his band 
Assemble Head in Sunburst Sound. He was joined in California by Meg Baird, 
known for her work in, Espers, as a solo artist, and post-hardcore degenerates 
Watery Love. Three shades of light run through Heron Oblivion: Baird’s 
rich, beautiful vocal approach, the locked-horns bass and drums of her and 
Miller’s streamlined-but-motorik rhythm section, and a twin guitar tapestry that 
both aligns with the dreaminess of the songs and crackles out of containment to 
froth over the rim, punctuating Opal/Fairport moves with dramatic, explosive 
fuzz solos. Meg’s gorgeous singing resides within an untouchable domain and 
never struggles, nor has to combat the avalanche of guitars. To put it mildly, 
Heron Oblivion is an embarrassment of riches.

SO PITTED
NEO

SUB POP

So Pitted is an experiment in social partnerships as much as it is a noise outfit. 
Nathan Rodriguez learned music theory on Wikipedia. Lliam Downey is a new 
wave fanatic who sticks pipe cleaners in his brain to speak to extraterrestrials. 
Jeannine Koewler is a longtime ballet dancer who loves bands like Cocteau 
Twins. Roles and positions have never been important to So Pitted: Rodriguez 
and Downey often switch instruments and both sing, while Koewler plays her 
guitar through a bass amp. Together, the trio just fits, a perfect balance for one 
another’s quirks, strengths, and shortcomings. So Pitted’s debut album, Neo, 
was years in the making (as many debut albums are). These eleven tracks are 
lean and snarling rebukes, songs that will torch your house down. It’s fuzzy, 
angular, throbbing, pounding, yet catchy. Songs crash over and over, turning 
under themselves like waves, but, as the measures tick off, the dog-eared mel-
odies arise. And yet, for all its power, growth, and complexities, Neo is but 
a slice in time. In Rodriguez’s words, “Our whole process is not perfect, but I 
don’t think it’s supposed to be. That’s not the point.” 

FOXING
DEALER

TRIPLE CROWN

If you’ve ever looked at an old document and noticed brown spots on it, what 
you are seeing are signs of aging. It’s not exactly clear what specifically causes 
them, but one day, the page will completely brown over and be no more. This 
is called foxing. A group of St. Louis musicians took this idea and turned it into 
a band. “From the conception of the band, we realized: we’re not gonna be 
around forever,” says Foxing singer Conor Murphy. “There’s classic literature 
that over time grows really old. But hopefully, you can make something that 
meant something at some point and will mean something down the road, even 
if it is aged and dated. That’s always what keeps me going, the idea that we’re 
writing something now that we won’t be able to write in ten years.” With their 
second album, Dealer, Foxing continue to take old ideas – namely 90s emo 
touched with 80s Goth guitar – and update them with 21st century sensibilities: 
skittering beats, kitchen sink atmospheres, and slowly simmering emotions that 
quaver but never explode. The heavy, gorgeous lyrics are balanced by heavy, 
gorgeous textures. Sometimes it sounds like a Chet Baker. Other times like 
Kanye. You might think it’s a masterpiece… And we won’t disagree. 

TEEN
LOVE YES

CARPARK

TEEN’s new album, Love Yes, explores the disharmony and empowerment that 
both sexuality and spirituality can create within the modern woman’s psyche. 
Universal ideas of loyalty, pleasure, purity, power, aging, and love are con-
fronted with a knowable specificity. There is a quality of wholesomeness, but 
also an edge—a kind of wise anger and electricity. It’s a duality that informed 
both the writing and recording of Love Yes. After extensive touring behind The 
Way and Color (2014), the band had to keep traveling to find Love Yes – leav-
ing behind the distractions of the city for writing sessions in far flung locales 
like Morehead, KY and Woodstock, NY (among others). When it came time 
to record, the band left the city again for a remote studio in Nova 8Scotia. 
Teaming up once again with producer Daniel Schlett, TEEN wanted to capture 
the energy of full band recording. Rather than multi-tracking, Schlett worked 
with the band as they played the songs relentlessly, waiting to achieve the right 
energy and take as a group. The result is a beautiful, detailed album about 
womanhood and the embodiment of the sensual, played by a group fully in 
step with one another. Love Yes bursts into the static air with a vibrancy recog-
nized by its confidence and power.
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